INDEPENDENT
Proudly independent brewers with over 25 years
experience as craft lager specialists. Our ethos has
never changed and we never compromise on a great
beer, always brewing with a conscience.

NATURAL
All our beers are naturally carbonated, unpasteurised
and 100% vegan friendly. We mature our lagers for
longer for a fuller flavour and filter our beers without
excessive processing or animal products.

SUSTAINABLE
We brew beer for the better. We naturally filter all our
waste water through reed beds and donate our spent
grain to farms. We use energy efficient brewing methods
and brew with our own natural spring water.
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FREEDOM LAGER
LIGHT, CRISP, BRITISH LAGER
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FREEDOM PILS

PALE, FLORAL, ORGANIC LAGER
Shout Freedom like you mean it and go break up with
your other beer, because here’s a full-bodied organic
lager that doesn’t mess about. Pale, floral and a
little sweet. A delicate balance of flavours that’s
pretty much perfect.

Are you thirsty for a proper lager? Well here it is.
Lovingly brewed with just four ingredients and long
matured, because we care about flavour. Light.
Crisp. British. It’s the lager that’ll make you love
lager all over again.
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FREEDOM PALE

GOLDEN, BITTERSWEET PILSNER LAGER

AROMATIC, SESSIONABLE PALE ALE

Here’s a beer to steal your heart. Our Pils is the
perfect bromance between European and
American hops. A delicate citrus aroma with a
bittersweet bite. Noble and complex but brewed
for all.

This is the ale you want to be flirting with. A
confident pale ale with a tropical fruit aroma.
Combined with just the right balance of bitterness
makes this a perfect go-to session pale ale.
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